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Many years of experience have resulted in a strong 
knowledg of construction and drilling machines by 
trading and operting machines of all categories , 
we have been able to identify the best choices of 
machines tha �t the needed job e�ciently .

As a result we have been providing projects 
with the exact needed and professional 
services and follow up by achieving goals 
and tasks through a tight deadlines .

A 4 decades of experience come 
together to do the best job in the best 
time possible ! 

Who We Are
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Drilling

- Pv Projects :

 An impressive �eet that can drill holes for the posts 
foundations of the projects with a wide range of diameters 
starting from 100 mm - 350 mm no matter the condition 
of the projects is , our �eet can also drill horizontally and 
vertically on any angle degree  , taking safety and time 
management as our �rst priority we have been able 
to achieve as high as 40,000 holes safely and 
professionally with Zero LTI .   

- Blasting Holes :

Our �eet is also fully prepared to drill holes 
for blasting in a hard rock condition up to 
152 m diameters which result in more 
productivity and more reliability for the 
projects .

- Shoring : 

All our drilling machines can drill 
180 degree fully horizontally 
holes for shoring process and 
any other site need . 
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Our Fleet

2 Units Atlas-Copco CM780 D

Drill Tamrock Pantera 1100 

Drill Tamrock Pantera 1500 

Loader Liebherr L506 



Construction Machinery Trading

Since 2012 we have been providing local and 
regional market with a well maintained 
second -hand machines that �t the perfect 
job .

which resulted in a huge bene�t and 
productivity for customers .

Our Stock list



Our Stock list

Projects 



Gallery 





Our Clients

             Prjoects and Collaboration

- South Amman Solar power plant / 46 MWp .
- AL-Husainiah power plant / Ma’an Projct 50 MWp.
- Baynonah power plant / Amman project 200 MWp .
- Sesame Project .
- ICC Project .
- OFDD Project .
- National Paints Jordan .
- Cosmo Market / Madaba .
- Jordan Atomic Energy Comision JAEC Power plant . 
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EDT Breakers Authorized Dealer 

The biggest Breaker factory in the world 
, specialized in manifacturing a high 

quality breakers in all sizes 

EDT Breakers Authorized Dealer 

The biggest Breaker factory in the world 
, specialized in manifacturing a high 

quality breakers in all sizes 

Model

Weight

Suitable carrier

EDT 435 
Backhoe

450 KG

6-9 Ton

EDT 1600

1370 KG

14-18 Ton

EDT 2000

1850 KG

18-26 Ton

EDT 3000

2500 KG

EDT 4000

3100 KG

27-35 Ton 35-45 Ton



Contact info 

Amman - Jordan
Zarqa - Freezone

CEO Mustafa Abu Safieh
00962 795520373

Emad Abu Safieh
00962795008727

em_abusafieh@yahoo.com
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